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Review posted on 16/07/2009 by The Graveyard 
Tramp

REVIEW:REVIEW:REVIEW:REVIEW:

The second entry in the sexy adventures of Agent 69 Jensen follows the same basic
plot of Werner Hedman’s previous film, Agent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the Scorpio,
with the titular Danish spy (once again played by Ole Søltoft) attempting to recover a
top-secret microfilm that has been hidden inside a ladies’ compact case. After setting
an international flavour (via the use of some grainy stock footage of Tangiers,
Moscow and Peking), most of the action takes place in a Copenhagen weight loss
clinic, where sex is prescribed as the most effective way to shed the extra kilos.

"another exquisitely photographed adult film from Hedman""another exquisitely photographed adult film from Hedman""another exquisitely photographed adult film from Hedman""another exquisitely photographed adult film from Hedman"

While it’s not as overall enjoyable as Scorpio (mainly because many of the lame jokes 
and sight gags have been recycled), Agent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the Sagittarius is
still another exquisitely photographed adult film from Hedman, and the sex scenes
are more prevalent than they were in the previous film. Although there is not a single
money shot this time around, the sex is often genuinely erotic, with some
imaginative positions put on display (an acrobatic dressing room sequence being
particularly impressive). There’s also a number of inventive gadgets (such as the sex
machines that are utilised at the weight loss clinic, and a condom phone that would
make Maxwell Smart proud) which help add to the fun.

"Smirk’s DVD release of "Smirk’s DVD release of "Smirk’s DVD release of "Smirk’s DVD release of Agent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the SagittariusAgent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the SagittariusAgent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the SagittariusAgent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the Sagittarius  gives us  gives us  gives us  gives us 
a sharp, beautiful 1.78:1 Anamorphic Widescreen transfer with crisp colours"a sharp, beautiful 1.78:1 Anamorphic Widescreen transfer with crisp colours"a sharp, beautiful 1.78:1 Anamorphic Widescreen transfer with crisp colours"a sharp, beautiful 1.78:1 Anamorphic Widescreen transfer with crisp colours"

Apart from Ole Søltoft, there are also a number of other cast members returning from
Scorpio, including Karl Stegger, Torben Bille and the luscious Gina Janssen. Of the 
new faces, the most striking is Lee Fong Wong, playing an Oriental spy who has a 
pretty hot lesbian scene that develops into a three-way with the middle-aged André
Chazel (a familiar face from seventies Danish porn and yet another cast member
returning from Scorpio).

As with the other DVDs in their ‘Classic Danish Erotica’ series, Smirk’s DVD release of
Agent 69 Jensen – In the Sign of the Sagittarius gives us a sharp, beautiful 1.78:1 
Anamorphic Widescreen transfer with crisp colours and optional English subtitles. 
Extras are once again limited to a brief slide show of screen grabs.
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